**GRAPHIC NOVELS**

- **JG BROOKS**
  *Sanity and Tallulah*
  Best friends Sanity and Tallulah live on a very boring space station. They liven it up by finding adventure, solving mysteries, and getting into trouble.

- **JG SIMPSON**
  *Unicorn Crossing: Another Phoebe and Her Unicorn Adventure*
  Phoebe’s best friend is a snooty unicorn named Marigold Heavenly Nostrils. In this edition of the series, Phoebe and Marigold deal with their celebrity status.

- **JG YANG**
  *Secret Coders*
  Hopper has just started at a new creepy school called Stately Academy. She and her new friends use computer programming to solve the mysteries of their school.

- **JG 398.23 HERNANDEZ**
  *The Dragon Slayer: Folktales from Latin America*
  Jaime Hernandez turns three beloved Latin American folktales – The Dragon Slayer, Cucarachita Martina, and Tup and the Ants – into a colorful graphic novel.

- **JG B BELL**
  *El Deafo*
  In this funny graphic memoir, Cece Bell describes what it was like to lose her hearing when she was young and how she found friends at school.

**NONFICTION & BIOGRAPHY**

- **J 200 WILLS**
  *Who Believes What?: Exploring the World’s Major Religions*
  Five major world religions are explored through engaging text and vibrant illustrations.

- **J 363.7 CLINTON**
  *Start Now!: You Can Make a Difference*
  “What can I do to help?” This book gives you practical tips and background information on solving problems big and small, such as food, health, and bullying.

- **J 523.43 MCANULTY**
  *Mars!: Earthlings Welcome*
  This a funny and informative book about the red planet. Check out the other books in McAnulty’s Our Universe series.

- **J 811 HARRIS**
  *I’m Just No Good at Rhyming: And Other Nonsense for Mischievous Kids and Immature Grown-Up*
  A collection of fun and goofy illustrated poems for readers of all ages.

- **J B HARING**
  *Drawing on Walls: A Story of Keith Haring*
  A big beautiful biography about muralist Keith Haring. This biography explores Haring’s passionately held belief that “Art is for everybody.”

**FICTION**

- **J 850 BLUME**
  *Freckle Juice*
  Andrew really wants freckles like his classmate Nicky, so another classmate, Sharon, offers to sell her secret recipe for freckle juice. Does Sharon’s recipe really work?

- **J 263.8 SF STAR WARS**
  *Jedi Academy*
  Roan Novachez is a new student at the Jedi Academy, and he tells his story through journal entries, comics, newspaper clippings, and letters.

**FIRST CHAPTER FICTION**

- **JFC BEATY**
  *Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters*
  Rosie the Engineer and her friends Ada and Iggy dream up and test all kinds of wacky inventions, which help family and friends.

- **JFC BOWLES**
  *Battle of the Bad-Breath Bats*
  Three cousins, who are living with their aunt for the summer, take a wrong turn on the way to the water park and end up on a street that does not exist! Who will help them find their way home?

- **JFC BOWLING**
  *Aven Green, Sleuthing Machine*
  Third-grader Aven Green solves mysteries. She is helping her aunt find her dog that has gone missing. Likewise, who could be stealing food at school? Aven is on the case!

- **JFC BROWN**
  *Lola Levine, Drama Queen*
  Lola is very excited about the school play. However, Lola gets terrible stage fright when she auditions and she gets a non-speaking part. Disappointed, Lola asks advice from her Bubbe.
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J FC CHARMAN
The Ember Stone
Tag, a young inspiring brave warrior owl, must try to save his magical land from Thorn, a powerful vulture, in this first book in the Last Firehawk series.

J FC CITRO
Dragons and Marshmallows*
Zoey discovers she has the ability to see magical creatures. Zoey and her cat Sassafras use science to help a sick dragon.

J FC CRONIN
The Chicken Squad: The First Misadventure*
Four chick siblings and a terrified squirrel attempt to solve the mystery of the “UFO” that has landed in their yard. Their investigation leads to many hilarious mishaps.

J FC CUMMINGS
Rise of the Balloon Goons*
Things get weird when Alexander moves to a creepy new town. He finds a notebook filled with monster drawings; are there monsters in his town?

J FC DILLARD
J.D. and the Great Barber Battle *
J.D.’s mom gives him a bad haircut the day before school starts. After he is teased, J.D. learns to use the clippers, and is so good he decides to start a business!

J FC GONZALEZ
Sarai and the Meaning of Awesome*
Sarai’s grandparents and cousins live together, right near Sarai, but they have to move because the landlord is selling the house. Can Sarai and her family find a way to keep their home?

J FC GOUGH
Rabbit & Bear: Rabbit’s Bad Habits *
This humorous book introduces us to two best friends: a slow-moving bear and a grumpy rabbit. The rabbit science is extremely funny.

J FC HALE
The Princess in Black*
Princess Magnolia has a secret alter ego. She is also the mysterious Princess in Black, monster-fighter extraordinaire! Will anyone discover her secret?

J FC KENT
Ella and Owen: The Cave of Aaaah! Doom!*
Ella and Owen are twin sibling dragons. Owen has a fire-sneezing cold. Ella and Owen go on quest to find a cure for his cold.

J FC KING
Coyote Tales
Two fun stories about an unlucky coyote who is more fool than trickster.

J FC KIRBY
Super Turbo Saves the Day*
Super Turbo, a classroom pet who takes crime fighting very seriously, meets the other classroom’s super pets and they decide to become the Superpet Superhero League. Can they save the day?

J FC LAEREAU
The Infamous Ratsos*
Desmond runs a “Ghost Patrol” business out of his garage. Desmond and his new friend Andres, who just moved in next door, encounter good and bad ghosts in this fun read.

J FC LEE
Mindy Kim and the Yummy Seaweed Business*
Mindy Kim and her father move from California to Florida after her mother dies and her dad gets a new job. Will she make friends at her new school?

J FC MIEDOJO
Sadiq and the Desert Star*
Sadiq’s passion for space science is stimulated after his dad tells him the story of the desert star. Sadiq and his friends decide to build a telescope. Will they be able to see the stars?

J FC NUURALI
The Haunted House Next Door*
Three grader Ralphie and fifth grader Louie live with their father. The rat brothers want to be tough, but every time they pull a prank, it goes wrong and turns into a good deed!

J FC QUIGLEY
The Used-to-Be-Best Friend
Jo Jo Makoons Azure is a little different from everyone else on her Ojibwe reservation. Her “home best friend” is her cat. She might need a new “school best friend” when Fern stops talking to her.

J FC QUINN
The Lost Stone*
Lucas and Clara pair up to explore the Kingdom of Wrenly. They run into fairies, trolls, dragons, and wizards as they hunt for a missing emerald in this first book of the Kingdom of Wrenly series.

J FC WEST
Mia Mayhem Is a Superhero*
Mia must attend a special afterschool program as she learns to be the world’s newest superhero. Can she keep her new identity a secret?

* There are sequels or more in series.